MIGHTY MICRO ELECTROMAGNET
Data and Operation Details

Two models are available: 12 or 24v.DC

Each can be operated continuously at their rated voltage or intermittently at up to double the rated voltage depending on Duty Cycle (time on/time off)

12 volt model (STMM12)

Continuous operation @ approx. 200 mA
Intermittent operation up to 24v.DC for max 10 minutes on at 50% duty cycle, 400 mA

24 volt model (STMM24)

Continuous operation @ approx. 150 mA
Intermittent operation up to 48v.DC for max 10 minutes on at 50% duty cycle, 300 mA

(These are approximate values only)

Mounting Options: M4 socket-head or cap head screw from front
OR M6 screw or bolt into tapped hole at rear
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